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　　Abstract　　 In order to opt imize the sizing and topology of discrete structures together and resi st the combinatorial explosion of the

solution space , a co-evolu tionary design (CED)method based on ant colony opt imizat ion (ACO)f or discrete st ructu res is p roposed.The

tailored ant colony opt imization for the sizing of st ructu res(TACO-SS)and the tailored ant colony optimizat ion for the topology of st ruc-
tures (TACO-TS)are im plemented respectively.Theoret ical analysis show s that the computation complexity of each sub-process in CED

based on ACO above is polynomial and it guarantees the eff iciency of this method.After the parameter sett ings in TACO-SS and TACO-
TS are discussed , the convergence history of a sub-process is studied through an instance in detail.Finally , according to the design exam-

ples of the 10-bar and 15-bar trusses under dif ferent cases, the ef fectiveness of the CED based on ACO is validated and the ef fect s of the

loads and the def lect ion constrain ts on the co-evolut ionary design are discussed.

　　Keywords:　evolutionary design , ant colony optimization , sizing optimization , topology optimization.

　　The concept “evolution” in biological nature can

be used to describe the complex design process
[ 1]

, in
w hich the design solutions are assumed to be evolv-
able w hile the design problems are changeless.In

fact , this assumption should be deliberated , because
the design problems are also evolvable in the design

process , especially for the ill-defined designs.There-
fore , Maher et al.proposed the co-evolutionary de-
sign (CED)in which both the design solutions and

the design problems can be evolved in the complex de-
sign processes , and they also developed the CED

method and the CED sy stem
[ 2]

.The CED is more f it

for the complex design problems satisfying the two

conditions as follow s:①The design problems change

along with the design processes.② The problems in

some stages canno t be solved by t raditional mathe-
matical programming methods , but the evolut ionary

computation methods can deal with them effectively.
The optimum design of discrete structures belongs to

this kind of problem , in which the sizing , the shape ,
and the topology of st ructure need be optimized at the

same time.

Optimum design of discrete st ructures has show n

g reat funct ion in the fields of mechanism , aeronau-

tics , ast ronautics , ship , and vehicle
[ 3]

.The elemen-
tary characteristic of the optimum design of discrete

st ructures is the discreteness of design variables ,
which leads to the discontinuity of objective and con-
st raint funct ions.The difficulties of the optimum de-
sign of discrete structures are that they belong to NP-
hard problems whose solution spaces have the charac-
teristics of combinato rial explosion.

The methods of optimum design of discrete

st ructures can be divided into three classes:the accu-
rate algori thms , the appro ximate algo rithms , and the

heuristic algorithms.The accurate algo rithms include

the enumerat ion algorithm , the implici t enumerat ion
algorithm , the cut ting-plane algorithm , the branch

and bound algo rithm , and the dynamic prog ramming

algorithm.The common advantages of these alg o-
rithms are that they can find the global optimal solu-
tion of the problems whose constraint functions are

just the design variables.The common disadvantages

are that they can only solve the small-scale problems ,
in w hich the number of design variables is no mo re

than 30 .Templeman and Yates proposed a method

by converting the discrete opt imization problem to

continuous optimizat ion problem
[ 4]

.The methods like

this are appro ximate algori thms.The advantage of

the approximate algorithms is that i t can estimate the

maximum deviation between the feasible solut ions and

global optimal solution .The simulated annealing
(SA)and genetic algorithms (GAs)developed in re-



cent years belong to the heurist ic algo rithms
[ 5]

.
There are some disadvantages of SA , e.g.low ef fi-
ciency , no determinate rules to choose the algo rithmic

parameters , etc.When the GAs are applied to the

optimum design of discrete structures , they can ap-
proach the global optimal solution effectively though

they cannot be mathematically proved to find it cer-
tainly .The fatal weakness of GAs is that the t imes of

structural reanalysis are too many when they are ap-
plied to the optimum design of discrete st ructures.
Recently , a new ly developed heuristic algorithm , ant

colony optimization (ACO)
[ 6]

, is booming.When

applied to some standard NP-hard problems , such as

traveling salesman problem (TSP), quadric assign-
ment problem (QAP), scheduling problem , and mul-
tiple knapsack problem (MKP), ACO has shown ex-
cellent performance , e.g.global convergence in given

conditions , distributed parallelism , robustness , etc.
ACO has been successfully used to solve some com-
plex engineering problems , e.g .the isomo rphism i-

dentification of mechanisms
[ 7]

, the layout of satel-

lites
[ 8]

, and the sizing optimizat ion of trusses
[ 9]

,
etc., which brings new hope to the optimum design

of discrete st ructure.

Optimum design of discrete st ructures includes

four aspects:the sizing optimization , the shape opti-
mization , the topology optimization , and the layout

optimization .When the tradit ional methods are used

to optimize the structure , only one aspect above is

considered.If a new method can be developed to opti-
mize the sizing and topology together , the solutions

may be better than any individual aspect.Optimizing

the sizing and topology of discrete st ructure at one

time will meet the ideas and condit ions of the co-evo-
lution .Therefore , in this paper , we propose a CED

method for the sizing and topology of discrete st ruc-
tures based on ACO by borrow ing the Maher' s idea

of CED and taking the tailored ACO as the evolution-
ary search algo rithm of solution space and problem

space.

1　Models of the sizing and topology opti-
mization of discrete structures

1.1　The model of the sizing optimization of discrete

structures

For the sizing optimization of discrete st ructures ,
the objective funct ion is to minimize the w eight.The

const raint conditions are stress and deflection , and

the design variables are the cross-sectional areas.The

mathematical model of the sizing optimization is as

follow s.

min W = ∑
M

i=1

γiA i ∑
j ∈ G

i

L j

s.t . σj ≤σjl ≤ σj ;　δk ≤δkl ≤ δk
A i ∈ {S 1 , S 2 , … , SNS}

i =1 , 2 , … ,M ;　j ∈ Gi

l =1 ,2 , … , NL ;　k =1 ,2 , … , NN
(1)

where A =[ A1 , A 2 , …, AM]
T
is a set of design vari-

ables , M is the number of the member groups in

st ructures , and A i is the cross-sectional area of the

member groups i ;A i belongs to the discrete set S =

{S1 , S 2 , …, S NS}, NS is the number of the elements

in the set , and S 1 <S 2 <…<S NS ;γi is the material

density of the member group i , Gi is the set of serial

numbers of members belonging to the member g roup

i , L j is the leng th of the member j , σj l is the st ress

of the member j under the operat ing condi tion l and

δkl is the deflection of the constrained node k under

the operating condi tion l ;σj and  σj are the low er and

upper bounds of st ress;δk and  δk are the low er and

upper bounds of deflection;NL is the number of the

operating condi tion , and NN is the number of the de-
flection const raints.

1.2 　The model of the topology optimization of dis-
crete st ructures

The topology optimization of discrete st ructures

is to find the optimal connecting relation between the

nodes under the given node set , the bearings , and the

external loads.The mathematical model of the topol-
ogy optimizat ion is

min W = ∑
M

i=1

γiA i ∑
j ∈ G

i

Z ij · Lj

s.t. f =1

σj ≤σjl ≤ σj ;　δk ≤δk l ≤ δk
A i ∈ {S1 , S 2 , …, S NS}

i =1 ,2 , …, M ;　j ∈ Gi

Zij ∈ {0 ,1}

(2)

where Z =[ Z 11 ,Z 12 , … ,Z 1j , … ,Z ij , …, ZMj , …]
T
is

the topology design vector of the members and Z ij is

the logical variable (0 or 1)denoting w hether the

member j in the member group i is in the st ructure.
If Zij =1 , it means the member is in the st ructure.If
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Z ij =0 , it means the member is not in the st ructure.

In the topology opt imization , the generated st ructure

needs to be stable and cannot be a movable mecha-
nism .A logical variable f is used to describe the

movabili ty constraint in the model of topology opti-
mization.If f =1 , it means the topology of the

structure is stable.If f =0 , it means the topology of

the st ructure is movable.The meanings of other ex-
pressions are the same as (1).

Compared wi th the sizing optimization of st ruc-
tures , the topology optimization needs to determine

not only the sizes of the cross-sectional areas , but also
the connecting relat ions of members between the

nodes .Strict ly , the logical variable or integer variable

should be adopted to describe w hether there is a

member connecting tw o nodes.Generally , the st rate-
gy of member deleting is often used in the existing

methods for the topology optimization of st ructures

and then the topology optimization can be trans-
formed to the sizing optimization.However , this

kind of t ransformation will lead to the singular solu-
tion or the case that some members cannot be delet-
ed.When the values of the cross-sectional areas in the

base structure are discrete , the dif ferential-based
methods canno t w ork.In view of these difficulties ,
the ACO , a method that is good at solving the prob-
lems of discrete optimizat ion , is used to deal wi th the

sizing and topology optimization in this paper .Fur-
thermore , the connecting relations between the mem-
bers are just described by logical variables , which

keep the original character of the topology optimiza-
tion.Considering the mutual influence between the

sizing and the topology of the st ructures , the CED

method based on ACO fo r discrete st ructures is pro-
posed , which can drive the co-evolut ion of the sizing

and topology of discrete st ructures.

2　The framework of the co-evolutionary de-
sign for discrete structures

2.1　The fundamental principle of the co-evolution

Denote the problem space of design as P and so-
lution space as S .The process of the co-evolut ionary
design is described in Fig.1.There are some basic

concepts in the process of the CED.

(1)There are tw o dif ferent search spaces in the

search process:problem space and solution space.

(2)The tw o spaces inf luence each o ther in the

search process.

(3)The process of the CED is along the horizon-
tal axis in Fig.1.

①The evolution of the problem space:Evolving

f rom P 1 to P2 , …, P i , … , and so on.

②The evolution of the solution space:Evolving

fo rm S 1 to S 2 , …, S i , … , and so so.

Here , i can be taken as the process of the evolut ion

along wi th time , the variety of design focus , or the

variety of the g ranulari ty of the design problem.

(4)The arrows on the diagonal lines deno te the

processes of solution driven by objectives , where the

downw ard arrow s of the diagonal lines represent f rom

design problems to design solutions and the upw ard

arrow s of the diagonal lines represent from the design

adjustments to redef initions of the design problems.
These exploration processes describe such an evolu-
tionary design mechanism that there are two evolving

spaces:the problem space and solution space , and the

evolut ion in one space is performed under the inf lu-
ence of the other space , which is the so-called CED

model.

Fig.1.　T he co-evolut ionary design model.

2.2 　The procedures of the co-evolutionary design

method fo r the sizing and topology of discrete struc-
tures

It can be known from the mathematical models

(1)and (2)that the sizing optimization of discrete

st ructures is carried out under the given topolog y and

the model of the topology optimization is varied along

w ith the sizing variables of the structures.Therefore ,
different topologies determine dif ferent results of the

sizing optimization , and the results of the sizing opt i-
mization inf luence the process of the topology opt i-
mization in reverse.The sizing and topology opt i-
mization are both the independent and interacted pro-
cesses.According to the model of co-evolutionary de-
sign , the evolution of the topology of st ructures can

be looked upon as the exploration process in the prob-
lem space and the evolution of the sizing of st ructures

as the exploration in the solution space.The proce-
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dures of the CED for the discrete st ructures can be described in Fig .2.

Fig.2.　T he flow chart of the co-evolut ionary design method for the sizing and topology of di screte st ructure.

3　The co-evolutionary design method for dis-
crete structure based on ant colony optimiza-
tion

3.1 　Tailored ant colony optimization fo r the sizing

of st ructures

3.1.1 　The model transformation of the sizing opti-
mization of structures

When ACO is applied to the optimum design of

discrete st ructures , it has the similar advantages of

GAs , e.g .the discrete design variables , the open

formats to express the const raint , and suitable for the

situation of multiple loads.However , ACO does not

need the explicit relations between the objective func-
tions and the constraints.It penalizes the objective

functions corresponding to a set of design variables to

reflect any violation of the const raints.

When a discrete structure is optimized , the ob-
jective is usually to minimize the cost of the st ructure

satisfying the const raints of the stresses and node de-
f lect ions.The cost of a st ructure is a function of the

volume of the materials needed.When the topology of

a structure is determined , the cost of the st ructure is

direct ly related to the cross-sectional areas betw een

the members.

In order to apply the ACO to the sizing optimiza-
tion of discrete structures , the model of this problem

is t ransformed to a kindred-TSP , in w hich the con-
ception of “path” used in t raditional TSP is rede-
fined.This kind of transformation can be realized ac-
cording to the following steps.

① In the sizing optimization , there are multiple

choices f rom member i to cross-sectional area j .But

in the traditional TSP , there is only one edge be-
tw een cities i and j .

② In the sizing optimization , the sequence of

the members in the st ructure is less important.But in

the t raditional TSP , the sequence of the cities visited

makes up the solution.

③ In the sizing optimizat ion , the design solu-
tions obtained need not be feasible.But in t raditional

TSP , the tabu lists are needed to guarantee the feasi-
bility of the solutions.

Fig.3 explains the meaning of the vi rtual edge in

the st ructure.The “ leng th” of each virtual edge is

determined by the volume of the member.Edge (i ,
j)means that the cross-sectional area j is chosen for
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the member i .If the number of all the possible cross-
sect ional areas is NS , there are NS different volumes

from V1(corresponding to the minimum area)to VNS

(corresponding to the maximum area).When an ant

travels from i to j , it will choose one of the vi rtual

edges.The sho rtest edge is just the minimum vol-
ume.

Fig.3.　The choosing paths of ants in a discrete st ructure.(a)A

structure with 5 members and 4 nodes;(b)possible virtual paths of
the st ructure;(c)the choosing cross sectional areas of ants for ev-
ery member.

The topology of the virtual path in discrete

st ructures is dif ferent f rom that in the t raditional

TSP.In the latter , each ant visits a city only once in

one ci rcle.However , when the ACO is applied to the

sizing optimization of discrete structures , the ant does

no t complete a path until it has chosen the cross-sec-
tional area for every member in a structure.Fig .3
(a)gives a structure with 5 members and 4 nodes.
Fig.3(b)describes that there are NS virtual paths

representing different volumes for every member.
Fig.3(c)gives the abridged general view in w hich

the ants choose the cross-sectional areas for every

member in the st ructure.The sequence that ant k

visi ts the members is {1 , 2 ,3 , …, i , … , NS}and the

corresponding virtual path is{S2 , S1 , S j , … , S 3 , …,
SNS}.In the large-scale structures , the members are

usually grouped and the members in a g roup share a

same cross-sect ional area.

When the ACO is applied to solve TSP , the fea-
sibility of the solut ion is controlled by the tabu list of

the ant.So the feasibility of a solution obtained by an

ant in one ci rcle need not be determined.When the

ACO is applied to the sizing optimization of the dis-
crete st ructure , a set of the cross-sectional areas cho-
sen by an ant may def ine such a st ructure that it s

st resses and/or node def lections violate the allow able

limi tations and lead to an unfeasible design.There-
fore , after each ant obtains a complete solution , the
feasibili ty of it should be checked.In order to deal

w ith the unfeasibility of the solution , a penalty func-
tion can be added to the w eight of the st ructure.The

penalized weight of the st ructure w ill help the ACO

focus the search on the st ructure that has less weight

and satisfies all the design const raints.This is the key

difference f rom the ACO for the t raditional TSP.The

ACO for the sizing optimization of discrete st ructures

is designed in Section 3 .1 .2 , which is mainly based

on Ref .[ 9] .

3.1.2　Algori thm design

Step 1.The ini tializat ion of the algorithm.

The first step of TACO-SS is to compute the

“ length” (the volume of the member)of each virtual

edge and set an initial value to the pheromone on the

edge that the ants w ill possibly visit.

The “ leng th” of the virtual edge from the mem-
ber i to the cross-sectional area j is defined as

d ij =L i · A j (3)
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Since the objective is to be minimized , the ants

prefer the shorter edges.This kind of preference is

represented by the visibili ty ηij .
ηij =1/d ij (4)

Befo re the ants choose the cross-sectional areas

for each member , the pheromone on every edge is ini-
tialized by

τ0 =1/ Wmin (5)

where Wmin is the w eight of the st ructure , in w hich

each member is assigned the minimum nonzero cross-
sect ional area.Wmin can be computed by

Wmin = ∑
M

i=1
γiLiA

l
(6)

where A
l
=min{S 1 , S 2 , … , S NS}=S 1 , and the con-

st raints of stress σand the deflection δneed not be

satisfied.

The members in the st ructure are numbered

from 1 to M and each ant in the colony is assigned a

number i , being the start point of its journey , where

i =1 , 2 , … ,M .

Step 2 .Ants choose the cross-sectional areas fo r

the members and the pheromone is locally updated.

Then the first ant chooses the cross-sectional
area for the member standing on in the st ructure ac-
co rding to the decision process as follow s.First ly , the
decision table a ij(t)is computed as

a ij(t)=
[ τij(t)] ·[ ηij]

β

∑
NS

u =1
[ τiu(t)] ·[ ηi u]

β
(7)

where β is the parameter controlling the relative im-
po rtance betw een the density of pheromone and the

visibili ty of the edge.On time t , the possibility

p
k
ij(t), according to w hich the ant chooses the cross-

sect ional area j for the member i , is computed by

p
k
ij(t)=

aij(t)

∑
NS

u=1

a iu(t)
(8)

After the ant in the colony chooses the cross-sec-
tional area j for the member i , the pheromone on the

edge (i , j)is decreased according to the local updat-
ing rule of the pheromone to promote the further ex-
ploration of the search process and avoid the prema-
ture of the algori thm :

τij(t +1)=ξ·τij(t) (9)

where ξis an adjustable parameter between 0 and 1

representing the maintenance of the pheromone.

Thereaf ter , the second ant chooses the cross-sec-
tional area for each member in the structure and uses

the local updating rule of pheromone again.This pro-
cess continues until each ant in the colony has chosen

an area fo r the starting member of it , and the first it-
eration of every path is completed .

Then each ant continues to deal wi th the next

member in the st ructure.The numbering scheme of

the members in the st ructure defines the sequence ac-
cording to how each ant chooses the cross-sectional
area.If an ant is standing on the member M , the

nex t member to be visi ted will be the member 1.
Each ant chooses the cross-sectional area for the mem-
ber (i +1)in the structure , the local updating rule of

the pheromone is applied to the edges they passed ,
and then the nex t member is dealt wi th like the

above.This decision process of the ants continues un-
til M iterations are completed , when each ant in the

colony has chosen a cross-sectional area for each mem-
ber in the st ructure.Since the ants travel according to

the sequence of the members in the st ructure , it is

unnecessary to set a tabu list to prevent an ant f rom

visi ting a member more than once as the ACO solving

the t raditional TSP does.

Step 3.The feasibility analysis and the penalty

of the solutions and the g lobal updating rule of

pheromone.

After each ant chooses a cross-sectional area for

each member in a structure , a set of solutions is gen-
erated.Then the stress of each member and the de-
flection of each node in the structure can be analyzed

by computat ion .The results are compared wi th the

design const raints to judge w hether the solution is

feasible.Deno te σi as the st ress of the member i in

the st ructure , σ
±

as the max imum allowable st ress

w here “ -” represents the compressive st ress limit

and “ +” represents the tension st ress limit , δc as the

deflection of the node c , and δas the allow able de-
flection.The st ress penalty to the member i can be

computed as

Υ
i
σ =

0 σ
-
≤σi ≤σ

+

σi -σ
±

σ
± σi >σ

+
or σi <σ

- (10)

Then the total st ress penalty to the solution generated

by the ant k is
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Υ
k
σ = ∑

M

i=1

Υ
i
σ (11)

If the deflections of the node c in the directions

of x , y and z are denoted as Υ
cx
δ , Υ

cy
δ and Υ

cz
δ , re-

spectively , the deflection penalty to the node c is

Υ
cx , cy , cz
δ =

0 δcx , cy , cz ≤δ

δcx , cy , cz -δ
δ

δcx , cy , cz >δ
(12)

Then the total def lect ion penalty to the st ructure

generated by the ant k is

Υ
k
δ= ∑

N

c=1
(Υ

cx
δ +Υ

cy
δ +Υ

cz
δ) (13)

where N is the number of nodes in the current st ruc-
ture.

The total penalty Υ
k
to the st ructure generated

by the ant k is the funct ion of the sum of the stress

penalty and deflection penalty , which can be defined

as

Υ
k
=(1 +Υ

k
σ+Υ

k
δ)

ε
(14)

where εis the penalty exponential and ε>0.

The penalized total weight W
k
of the st ructure

generated by the ant k can be computed as

W
k
= Υ

k
w
k

(15)

where w
k
is the actual weight of the st ructure gener-

ated by the ant k .

The penalized weight w ill be used in the global

updating rule of the pheromone.The rule adopted in

this paper is similar to that in AS rank
[ 10]

.Then , ac-
co rding to the values of the penalized weights of the

structures , the levels of the corresponding ants are ar-
ranged.The ant generating the st ructure with the

minimum weight in all the ci rcles of the algori thm is

called the elitist ant.The minimum penalized w eight

W
+
is adopted to compute the total pheromone added

to the path that the elit ist ant traveled through:

Δτ
+
ij =

1

W
+ (16)

Then the pheromone on the paths t raveled by the

λ(1 ≤λ<NA)ants w ith higher levels are globally

updated according to the process as follow s.Suppos-
ing that the level of an ant is μ(1≤μ≤λ), the to tal

pheromone added to the edge(i , j)is

Δτ
μ
ij =(λ-μ)

1

W
μ (17)

where W
μ
is the penalized w eight of the st ructure

generated by this ant.

Since there are possibly the same edges t raveled

by different ants (the same “member-area” combina-
tion in dif ferent structures), the pheromone added to

the edge (i , j)by all these ants should be summed

up , that is

Δτ
r
ij = ∑

λ

μ=1

Δτ
μ
ij (18)

The global updating rule of the pheromone in

this algo rithm is different from that in the AS rank .
When this global updating rule based on levels in Eq.
(19)is used , the term representing the variety of the

pheromone needs to be mult iplied by the factor ρ,
where (1 -ρ)means the evapo rating rate of the

pheromone

τij(t +n)=(1 -ρ)τij(t)+ρ(λΔτ
+
ij +Δτ

r
ij)

(19)

Till now , a circle of all the ants is completed .If
the best solution found does no t change any more in

some continuous circles or the time of circles reaches

the maximum number NC , the algorithm is consid-
ered to have converged to a solution and goes to Step

4 for local search .Otherwise , the algori thm goes to

Step 2 and continues to search globally .

Step 4.The process of local search in the later

stage of the algori thm

In order to improve the quality of the solution ,
the local search needs to be performed.First ly , the

optimal solut ion [ O1 , O 2 , … , OM ] obtained by the

elitist ant is taken as the benchmark .For every mem-
ber i in the st ructure , the g lobal search space {S1 ,
S 2 , …, S NS}is reduced to a local search space that

consists of the areas a lit tle bigger and smaller than

Oi .Then the initial values of the pheromone in the

local search space are set to be τ0 while the others are

set to be 0 .The size of the local search space around

the elitist ant varies wi th the dimension of the prob-
lem.Generally , 10% of the global search space is e-
nough to obtain the improved solutions and decrease

the computation time in all.

Step 5.Output the computation results

The final solution found by the elitist ant is just

the optimal solut ion of the problem.The feasibility of

the solution then is checked by st ructure analysis.If
it is feasible , output the computation results (the to-
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tal w eight , the cross-sectional area of each member ,
the stress of each member , and the def lect ion of each

node).Otherw ise , the algorithm fails this time and

needs to be rerun.

3.2　Tailored ant colony opt imization for the topolo-
gy of st ructures

3.2.1 　The analysis and transformation of the prob-
lem of the topology optimization of discrete st ructures

　　
In o rder to induce more topologies f rom the base

structure , it is generally realized by deleting some

members , that is , let the cross-sect ional areas of the

deleted members be 0.However , this kind of opera-
tion will not only lead to the singularity of the stif f-
ness matrix of the st ructure and cause the t rouble of

computation , but also make it dif ficult to resto re the

deleted members.In order to avoid these difficulties ,
we have also tailo red a kind of ACO for the topology

of st ructures (TACO-TS).

The topology optimization of st ructures in the

problem space can be described as the weighted graph

in Fig.4.Let the vertex 0 represent the base st ruc-
ture , the vertexes 1 , 2 , … , M′represent the mem-
bers in the st ructure , and the weight on the edge

from vertex 0 to the arbit rary vertex j (j ≠0)is d j .
If ant chooses the j th edge , it means that the mem-
ber j is chosen into the current topology.The st ruc-
ture(vertex 0)can be seen as the start point of the

ants fo rag ing , every vertex j (j ≠0)can be seen as

the food source provided for the ants , and d j can be

seen as the distance f rom the start point of the ants

foraging to the food sources.When the problem of

the topolog y optimization of the discrete st ructure is

transformed by the operations above , we can tailo r an

ACO algo rithm to solve it.

Fig.4.　The weigh ted graph descript ion of the topology optimiza-
tion of st ructures.

3.2.2　Algorithm design

Step 1 .The initialization of the algo rithm

In the ACO fo r the t raditional TSP , the visibili-

ty of the ant is defined as ηj =1/d j .In the TACO-
TS , we directly def ine the level of the stress of each

member as the visibility.The visibility from the node

0 to the node j (j =1 ,2 , … ,M′)is

ηj =
∑
NL

l=1
∑
k ∈G

i

|Fkl|

∑
M′

j=1
∑
NL

l=1
∑
n ∈G

i

|Fnl|
(20)

The level of the stress of each member can be

computed by analyzing the st ructure obtained by

TACO-SS .

Firstly , the pheromone on each edge is initial-
ized.The ini tializat ion rule is

τ0 =1/ W′min (21)

where W′
min is the minimum weight of the structure

obtained by the sizing optimizat ion in the previous

generation of the CED.

Each member in the structure is numbered from

1 to M′.Assign stochastically an edge j (j =1 , 2 ,
… ,M′)to the NA ants in the colony as their start

points.

Step 2.Choose the members for the current

topology and update the pheromone locally

The first ant chooses the member fo r the current

topology acco rding to the decision process as follow s.
Firstly , the decision table aij(t)is computed by

ai j(t)=
[ τij(t)] ·[ ηij ]

β

∑
M′

u=1
[ τi u(t)] ·[ ηiu]

β

(i =0 , j =1 ,2 , …, M′) (22)
where β is also the parameter controlling the relative

importance betw een the densi ty of pheromone and

visibility of the edge.On time t , the possibility

p
k
ij(t), according to w hich the ant chooses the mem-

ber j fo r the current topology i , is computed by

p
k
ij(t)=

a ij(t)

∑
M′

u=1
a iu(t)

　(i =0 , j =1 ,2 , …, M′)

(23)

Because of the part icularity of the problem of the

topology optimization , each ant needs only one step

f rom the start point to an arbit rary food source be-
tw een 1 and M′.Let r be a random value and r ∈
[ 0 ,1] .Whether the member j is chosen for the cur-
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rent topology can be judged by the follow ing rule

x
k
j =

1 if r ≤p
k
ij(t)

0 otherw ise
(24)

When the ants choose each member for the cur-
rent topology , the process of TACO-TS runs continu-
ously.After an ant makes a choice , in o rder to pro-
mote the further explo ration and avoid the premature

of the algorithm , the local updat ing rule of the

pheromone is applied to decrease the density of the

pheromone on the co rresponding edge.

τi j(t +1)=
ξ·τij(t) if x

k
j =1

τij(t) if x
k
j =0

(25)

where ξis an adjustable parameter between 0 and 1

representing the maintenance of the pheromone ,
which is similar to that in Section 3 .1.2 .

Then the second ant chooses the first member fo r

i ts current topology and the local updating rule of the

pheromone is used again .This process cont inues unt il

each ant in the colony has judged its f irst member and

the first i teration of the algo rithm is completed.

Thereaf ter , each ant continues to judge the next

member in the st ructure.The numbering scheme of

the member in the base st ructure defines the sequence

acco rding to how the ants judge the members.If the

numbering of a member that an ant is judging now is

M′, the numbering of the member that the ant w ill

judge next is 1.Then each ant judges the member (j
+1)and the local updating rule of the pheromone is

used.This decision process of the ants cont inues unt il

M′iterat ions are completed and each ant in the

colony has chosen the members for i ts corresponding

topology.Since the ants alw ays travel acco rding to

the numberings of the members in the base st ructure ,
i t is unnecessary to set a tabu list to prevent an ant

from judging the same member mo re than one time.

Step 3.The feasibili ty analy sis and the penalty

of the solutions and the global updating rule of

pheromone

When NA ants have chosen the members fo r

their corresponding topologies , N A solutions are gen-
erated and the feasibility of them needs to be

checked.Firstly , the movability condition of each so-
lution is checked to judge w hether i t becomes a mech-
anism , which can be realized by checking the singu-
larity of the stif fness matrix of the topology.

If the topology generated by ant k violates the

movability condition , the penalty of the pheromone to

each edge of this topology can be computed as

Δτ
k
ij =

- 1

W
m
k

if x
k
j =1

0 if x
k
j =0

(26)

where W
m
k is the w eight of the st ructure correspond-

ing to this topology .

Then the to tal penalty of the pheromone to each

member on the base st ructure caused by the unfeasi-
bility of the topology is

Δτ
m
ij = ∑

k ∈ unfeasible set

Δτ
k
ij (27)

If the constraints canno t be satisfied , the objec-
tive function w ill be penalized based on the method in

Section 3 .1.2 and this will also reflect on the global

updating of the pheromone.At f irst , compute the pe-

nalized weight W
k
according to Eqs.(10)—(15).

Then compute the total pheromone Δτ
+
ij released by

the elitist ant on its path and the total pheromone

Δτ
r
ij released by the r leveled ant on their paths.

The pheromone on the base st ructure is globally

updated as

τij(t +n)=(1-ρ)τij(t)+ρ(λΔτ
+
ij +Δτ

r
ij)+Δτ

m
ij

(28)

Till now , a circle of all the ants is completed .If
the best solution found in some circles does not change

any more or the time of circles reaches the maximum

number NC′, then the TACO-TS is considered to

have converged to a solution and the process of the al-
gori thm goes to Step 4.Otherw ise , the process of the

algorithm goes to Step 2 fo r further exploration.

Step 4.Output the computation results

Analyze the feasibility of the solution found by

the topology opt imization.If the solut ion is feasible

and the weight of it s co rresponding st ructure is less

than that in the previous stage of the CED , output

the computation results(the total w eight of the struc-
ture , the topology of the st ructure , the cross-section-
al area of each member , the st ress of each member ,
and the def lection of each node).Otherw ise , the

topology optimization of this time fails and needs to

be rerun again .

3.3　The analysis of computation complexity

For the convenience of analysis , only one operat-
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ing condition (NL =1)and only one member in each

member group (only one element in set Gi)is consid-
ered , which obviously has litt le effect on the compu-
tation complexity of the algorithm in theo ry.

For the TACO-SS , if the number of the mem-
bers of a st ructure is M and the number of the cross-
sect ional areas is NS , the computation complexity of

the initialization in Step 1 is O(M·NS).If the num-
ber of the ants is NA , the computation complexity of

S tep 2 is O(N A·M·NS)when Step 2 is in the glob-
al search stage and it is O(NA·M·NS′)when Step

2 is in the local search stage.Suppose there are N

nodes and NR constrained nodes in the st ructure ,
then the computation complexity of Step 3 is O(NA·

(NR·N +N
3
+M·NR)).Since NR ≤N and NR·

N ≤N
3
, the computation complexity of Step 3 can be

represented as O(NA·(N
3
+M·NR)).Step 4 and

S tep 3 are tw o mutual replaceable stages and the com-
putation complexity of S tep 4 can be also computed as

that of Step 3.The computation complexity of Step 5

is O(N
3
+M·NR).Thus , the computation com-

plexity of one circle in TACO-SS is O(N A·(M·NS
+N

3
+M·NR)).

For the TACO-TS , if the number of the mem-
bers in the base structure is M and that in the new

topology evolved f rom base st ructure is M′, the com-
putation complexi ty of Step 1 is O(M′+NA)and

that of Step 2 is O(N A·(M′+NS)).In Step 3 ,
the computation complexity of the pheromone updat-

ing is O(NA·(M′+N
2
))and that of the analy sis

and penalty of the solutions is O(NA·(NR·N +N
3

+M′·NR)).The computation complexity of Step 4

is O(N
3
+M′·NR).Since M′≤M and NR ≤N ,

the computation complexity of one circle in TACO-TS
is O(N A·(NS +N

3
+M·NR)).

In summary , the computat ion complexity of the

tw o tailo red ACOs is polynomial and it guarantees the

eff iciency of the CED method for discrete st ructures

based on ACO.

4　Numerical experiments and design exam-
ples

4.1　The parameter set ting and performance analy sis

of the algo rithms

For the TACO-SS , the parameter β controlling

the visibili ty is set to be 0 .2 since it inf luences the

choices of the cross-sectional areas of the structure
[ 9]

.
Because ξhas effect on the balance betw een the “ex-
ploi tation” and the “exploration” of the algorithm , it
is set to be 0 .67 in the first stage of the algorithm to

enhance the “exploration” and be 0 .33 in the second

stage of the algori thm to enhance the “exploitation”.
The penalty exponent εinf luences not only the bal-
ance betw een the exploitat ion and the exploration ,
but also the feasibility of the solutions.So εis set to

be 1 in the f irst stage of the algorithm to enhance the

“exploitation” and be 4 in the second stage to increase

the penal ty to prevent the algorithm from converging

to an unfeasible solution.The set ting of the o ther pa-
rameters is that ρis equal to 0.5 , the number of the

ants NA is equal to 100 , and the number of the lev-

eled ants λis generally 10% of N A
[ 9]

.In order to

maintain enough space fo r local search , if 10 %·NA
>3 , λ= 10%·NA」;otherw ise , λ=3.

For the TACO-TS , the parameter β is set to be

0.1 to keep the variety of the topologies.When β de-
creases , the probability to choose the shorter edge

(member w ith the bigger st ress)decreases and there

may be mo re kinds of topology emerging.The values

of ξ, ε, ρand N A are the same as those in TACO-SS .
　　

According to many computation experiments ,
we find that 100 iterations of the TACO-SS and

TACO-TS are enough to obtain satisfactory solutions.
　　

Fig.5.　The st ructu re of 10-bar t russ.

We take a st ructure of 10-bar t russ with 6 nodes

and 10 members[ 11] as an example to discuss the con-
verge process of the TACO-SS .The structure is

sketched in Fig.5.The modulus of elastici ty of every

member is E=6.897×10
6
N/cm

2
, the mass density

of the material is γ=2 .7 ×10
-3

kg/cm
3
, the allow-

able st resses of all the members are ±17240 N/cm
2
,

and the allow able deflection of every movable node in

direction y is 5.08 cm .The set of cross-sectional ar-

eas is S ={0.645 , 1 .29 , 1 .935 , … , 219.3}cm
2
,

which has 340 discrete values in to tal.The leng th of
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each member in the st ructure is either 914.4 cm o r

1292 .7 cm.

Fig .6 describes the convergence history of the

TACO-SS when the st ructure in Fig.5 is optimized.
The continuous line represents the average value of

the penalized w eights in each iteration.The penalized

w eight varies violent ly in the f irst phase , which re-
f lects the exploration of the algori thm and prevents it

from premature.But in the second phase , since the

search space is reduced , the exploitation of the ants is

perfo rmed , which is helpful to find the global feasible

solut ion.The symbol “ ×” represents the best feasi-
ble solution found in each iteration.Because of the

penalty to the w eight of the st ructure in the first

phase , there are no feasible solutions found in some

i terations , which is different from the ACO for the

traditional TSP .But in the second phase , the feasi-
bility and quality of the solutions are improved .So we

can conclude that the TACO-SS can achieve a good

balance betw een the explorat ion and the exploi tation.

Fig.6.　The convergence history of the TACO-SS.

4.2　The effects of loads on the co-evolutionary de-
sign of discrete structures

In o rder to discuss the effects of loads on the co-
evolutionary design of discrete st ructures , a 10-bar
truss is taken as an example to find the topology and

cross-sectional areas that make the w eight of the

structure minimized under dif ferent loads.Though
the co-evolutionary design method proposed in this

paper is sui table for multiple operating condit ions , the
problems w ith only one operating condi tion is consid-
ered here to simplify the computation.If multiple op-
erat ing conditions are considered , only the st ress con-
st raints of the members need to be added .The com-
putation comparison of tw o cases w ith different loads

is given below .

The base st ructure of a 10-bar truss with 6 nodes

and 10 members[ 12] is sketched in Fig.5.The modu-

lus of elasticity of every member is E =2.2 ×10
7
N/

cm
2
, the mass density of the material is γ=7.85 ×

10
-3

kg/cm
3
, the allowable st resses of all the mem-

bers are ±30000 N/cm
2
, and the allow able def lect ion

of every movable node in direction y is 0 .4 cm .The

set of cross-sectional areas is S ={20 , 50 , 80 , 100 ,

150 ,200 , 250 , 300 , 350 , 400 , 500 , 600}cm
2
, which

has 12 discrete values in to tal.The leng th of each

member in the structure is either 900 cm o r 1272.8
cm .

Scheme ① Apply the downward 5.0 ×10
5
N

concentrated fo rce to nodes 2 and 4.

The opt imum topology is described in Fig.7

(a).The w eight of the st ructure corresponding to

this topology is W
＊
=34319 kg and the combinat ion

of cross-sectional areas is A
＊
=[ 600 , 150 , 600 , 0 ,

600 ,150 ,500 ,600 , 600 , 250]
T
, where A4 =0 means

that the node 4 is deleted in the process of co-evolu-
tionary design.

Scheme ② Apply the downward 5.0 ×10
5
N

concentrated fo rce only to node 2.

Fig.7.　 The optimum structure obtained in S cheme ① and
Scheme ②.(a)T he optimum topology of st ructu re in load case ①;
(b)the optimum topology of st ructure in load case ②.

The opt imum topology is described in Fig.7
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(b).The w eight of the structure corresponding to

this topology is W
＊
=24446 kg and the opt imal com-

binat ion of cross-sectional areas is A
＊
=[ 600 , 0 ,500 ,

500 , 50 , 0 , 80 , 600 , 600 , 0]
T
, where A 2 , 6 , 10 =0

means the nodes 2 , 6 , and 10 are deleted in the pro-
cess of co-evolutionary design .

From the computation results above , it can be

seen that the opt imum topology and cross-sectional
areas of each member are different in the different

cases of loads.

4.3　The effects of deflection const raints on the co-
evolutionary design of st ructures

In order to discuss the effects of deflection con-
st raints on the co-evolutionary design of st ructures , a
15-bar truss[ 11] is taken as an example to f ind the

topology and cross-sectional areas that make the

weight of the st ructure minimized under dif ferent de-
flection const raints.The base st ructure of a 15-bar
t russ wi th 8 nodes and 15 members is sketched in

Fig.8(a)and the g roup relations of the members in

the 15-bar t russ are listed in Table 1.The modulus of

elasticity of every member is E=6.897×10
6
N/cm

2
,

the mass density of the material is γ=2.7×10
-3

kg/

cm
3
, the allowable stresses of all the members are

±17240 N/cm
2
, and the allow able def lection of

nodes 2 and 4 in direction y is ±5 .08 cm.There are

two operating conditions:P 3y =P5y =P7y =-4.45

×10
5
N , P 4y =P6y =P8y =-4 .45×10

5
N .The set

of cross-sectional areas is S ={6.45 , 9 .68 , 22.58 ,
32 .26 , 45.16 , 70.97 , 83.87 , 103.23 , 129 .03 ,

161.29 ,193 .55}cm
2
.

Table 1.　The connection relations of the cross-sectional areas in the 15-bar truss

G roup No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Member No. 1 , 2 3 , 4 5 , 6 7 , 8 9 , 10 11 , 12 13 , 14 15

　　(i)There is no def lection constraint.The topol-
ogy sketched in Fig.8(b)is just the optimum one.

The design solution is W
＊
=355 .84 kg and A

＊
=

[ 70.97 , 32.26 , 22 .58 , 6.45 , 6.45 , 6.45 , 6.45 ,

22.58]
T
.

Fig.8.　The base st ructure of 15-bar t russ.(a)The base st ruc-
ture of the 15-bar truss;(b)the optim um topology of the 15-bar
truss under the deflection const raint (ii).

　　(ii)The deflection const raint of node 5 in direc-
tion y is 1.524 cm.The optimum topology is

sketched in Fig.8(b).The design solution is W
＊
=

474 kg and A
＊
=[ 83.87 , 45.16 , 32.26 , 0 , 6.45 ,

6.45 ,6.45 , 70.97]
T
, where A 4 =0 means that the

member group 4 (member 7 and 8)is deleted in the

process of the co-evolutionary design.

When the optimum topologies obtained in (i)
and (ii)are compared , it can be seen that the deflec-
tion constraints direct ly control the optimum topolo-
gy .Therefore , the deflection constraints should be

remained when design , o therwise the optimum ones

may be lost.

5　Conclusion

The sizing and topology opt imization design is

very important for engineering applications.In o rder

to deal wi th the difficulties of these problems , e.g.
the discreteness of the design variables , the discontin-
uousness and non-vertex of the solut ion space , the

combinatorial explosion in the design process , and the

local optimali ty of the solutions , the CED method

based on ACO for discrete st ructures is proposed.
This new method can make the sizing and topology of

the discrete st ructures opt imized together.The tai-
lo red ant colony optimization fo r the sizing of struc-
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tures (TACO-SS)and the tailored ant colony opti-
mization for the topology of structures (TACO-TS)
are designed respectively.

The characteristics of the CED method based on

ACO can be concluded as follow s:① The solution

space and the problem space co-evolve , which is dif-
ferent f rom the tradi tional method fo r structural opti-
mization in essence.② Inherent parallelism.Similar

to the GAs , ACO is also a colony-based search

method , so it can be performed in parallel , which is

g ood for large-scale problems.③Effectiveness.The-
oretical analysis shows that the computation complex-
ity of each sub-process in CED based on ACO is poly-
nomial and it guarantees the ef fectiveness of this

method.④Robustness.In the ACO , the failure of

some individual ants w ill no t inf luence the search pro-
cess and the final solutions , which is very important

for the CED to be implemented in engineering prac-
tice.

According to the design examples of the 10-bar
and 15-bar t russes under dif ferent conditions , the ef-
fectiveness of the method in this paper is validated

and the effects of the loads and the def lection con-
st raints on the co-evolutionary design are discussed.
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